Digitalization and automation solutions.
ACCELERATE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Our mission is to accelerate the digital transformation of our customers by creating solutions that digitalize fields and automate operations for tangible performance gains.

CENTRO™ DIGITAL WELL DELIVERY
- Centralizes cutting-edge data management, visualization and real-time engineering collaboration
- Maximizes drilling efficiency and avoids downtime

VICTUS™ INTELLIGENT MPD
- Uses automation, advanced hydraulics models and smart control algorithms
- Delivers unmatched safety and cost savings in drilling operations

VERO® AUTOMATED CONNECTION INTEGRITY
- Incorporates artificial intelligence to automate connection makeup and evaluation
- Delivers unquestionable well integrity, efficiency gains and safety enhancements

ACCUVIEW® REMOTE SUPPORT SYSTEM
- Provides real-time analytics and global collaboration
- Enables planning and executing flawless liner-hanger, fishing and re-entry jobs

RFID-ENABLED TECHNOLOGIES
- Transmit digital signals to downhole drilling, cementing and completion tools
- Improve operational efficiency, flexibility and control

OMNIWELL® RESERVOIR MONITORING
- Provide real-time data for the life of the well
- Deliver consistent, accurate downhole flow measurements and completion efficiency

FORESITE® PRODUCTION OPTIMIZATION ECOSYSTEM
- Delivers next-generation asset intelligence with proactive optimization, advanced analytics and autonomous well control
- Boosts field production, uptime and efficiency

30% FASTER TUBULAR RUNNING AND ZERO REJECTED JOINTS WITH VERO
- United Arab Emirates

25 DAYS SAVED OFF AFE BUDGET BY MANAGING DOWNHOLE PRESSURES
- North Sea

2,000 MORE BARRELS PER DAY AND 30% LESS DOWNTIME IN 1,700 WELLS WITH FORESITE
- Oman

weatherford.com/digitalization
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